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introduction
the Securi-door galva-Pass rapid fold- up door 

is designed for external applications exposed to 

considerable wind load. the sides of the guides 

are covered with a special aluminium extrusion to 

protect the canvas curtain from friction. The door 

is self supporting using strong galvanised steel side 

guides which makes installation easy as only simple 

bracing is required to fit the door to the building 

structure. A Safety Bottom Edge and double Polarised 

Photoelectric Cell is fitted as standard. Opening and 

closing speed is 1 m/second.

canvas curtain features

the 900 g/m² canvas curtain is available in 9 standard 

colours and is fitted with horizontal reinforcement 

steel tubes, which gives resistance against wind load. 

the tubes are capped with rubber caps to prevent 

wear and reduce noise. The bottom is formed like a 

bag to ensure a good seal even when the ground is 

uneven. two rows of transparent Vision Panels are 

included as standard.

standard curtain colours
(ral Code is nearest available)

white ral 9010 brown ral 8017
yellow ral 1003 blue ral 5010
red ral 3002 green ral 6026
orange ral 2004 Grey RAL 7038

Applications
galva-Pass is suited to all industrial environments, 

including motor vehicle dealers, hangers, car wash 

tunnels, etc.

dimensions
Its design allows the Galva-Pass to be fitted to 

the face of the opening or within. the maximum 

recommended opening size is 6000mm wide x 

6000mm high.

Motor and control options
the motor is a 3 phase ‘Safedrive’ unit with 24v 

controls and has 60% Duty Cycle. It is linked to the 

door through an elastic coupling thus reducing 

vibration thereby increasing the motor life. Standard 

protection is IP55. Manual override is via the use of a 

hand crank handle. The doors are operated by push 

button station as standard or photocell, induction loop 

detector, radar, radio control, or pull cord (see below) 

at an additional cost. Electrical interlocking of two or 

more doors can also be provided.
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